Everything at a Glance.

SCENARA®

The modular application platform for your OR processes
SCENARA® offers you numerous applications to optimize processes in various areas in and around the operating room. Communication, documentation or process control – you will receive the support you need to perform your tasks with maximum efficiency.
SCENARA® runs on your existing hardware. Whether you are using, smartphone, tablet or COLLABORATOR – you can use your customary devices at any time and at any place.
Central

Everything at a glance – you have access to all the applications you need via a central interface. This eliminates tedious searching or moving back and forth between programs or workstations. You simply log on with your account and have immediate access to all the applications you have selected.
Transparent

With SCENARA®, you only see the functions that are relevant to you. This enables you to maintain an overview of pending and completed tasks at all times.
SCENARA® provides numerous applications for diverse areas and departments in your hospital. It complements existing solutions and expands and enhances their functionalities in order to simplify and optimize work processes.
Each profession faces diverse challenges. You decide which functions are important for you and only pay for what you need. This allows you to create a system that meets your individual needs.

Individual
The protection of your data is an important concern for us. To prevent unauthorized access, SCENARA® supports encryption according to the latest security standards. A backup strategy prevents data loss and the user administration ensures that data can only be viewed by authorized personnel.
Compatible

SCENARA® provides centralized interfaces for all hospital information and archive systems that seamlessly fit into the existing IT infrastructure and digital documentation chain – the right information is therefore always available at the right time and at the right place.
We know how valuable your time is. We are therefore committed to designing products that meet the highest quality standards. Performance, reliability and the minimization of potential handling errors are particularly important to us. Nevertheless, availability may be limited in rare cases.
With our ‘Software Support’, you are protected against longer downtimes in case of restrictions. Our ‘Remote Service’ is able to process your requests within the shortest possible time.